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Wandering Home





Finnish national epic <Kalevala>, which I found was demonstrated in a vintage 1976 Arabia Finland pottery plate 

from a thrift store. Attracted by the illustration in the surface of this plate, I bought it immediately. In the back, it 

shows two sentences from a chapter of <Kalevala>, in which the whole story tells of an old man(stayed too long 

in an egg so that he became very old already) who was born as the very original Finnish ancestor, he brought 

trees and life to the barren world first. He began to travel, went through many stories related to love, betrayal 

and hatred, finally brought peace and treasures to Finland again. In the end, he sailed away alone leaving only his 

songs and an instrument Kantele as legacy. 



Statement

I use textiles as a means to illustrate 3-dimensionally. My current project, “Wandering Home”  is a textile installation 
inspired by the lifestyles and old tales of a kind of elderly wanderers, which  have habits of collecting things as they 
wander and create their own art word by using whatever they find around them. This project is about getting 
inspiration from those romantic aging wanderers who live without limit of age, but with the wisdom and 
open-mindedness from it.

I begin by creating watercolor paintings as my inspiration and collecting their color tablets, develop naturally dyed 
(plant-based) fabrics from them,  laser cut flower-shapes and sew them onto the dyed ribbon and silk. as an 

expression of new embellishment.I then create woven and knit fabrics from these new ribbons and silk threads, 

imitating my watercolor paintings, resulting in textile illustrations . The fabrics are designed to cover tent structures 

to live within or alternatively live on our body as a set of garments. And the disassembled and joined bamboo 

structures will be the basic form. Additionally, I combine beading and lighting to illuminate “Wandering Home” 

transforming into accessories for the same set of garments. The items are able to be used in these two ways to 

celebrate the preference of elders to make full use of everything.

These pieces are not practical textiles for true aging nomads but instead express the freedom and imagination that I 

have learned from them, combined with my own passion for the natural world and my wandering soul. 

My living sculpture, the final installation, can be assembled and disassembled, can be worn as a garment, can change 

shape and be rebuilt as a cozy home and a backpack, light enough to be carried, delicate, romantic and durable at the 

same time.



Episode.01
Preparation works



Watercolor works:
Transfer inspiration images 
to watercolor paintings



Collect color tablets 
from watercolor 
painting.

Natural dye fabrics and yarns, following the color tablets.
Meanwhile  get natural dye ink. 



Colors: all from Natural dye



Using natural dyed fabric to do laser 
cutting flowers.
Classify them by different colors.





Arrange the laser-cutting pieces follow the pixeled painting
Sew them onto the ribbons and threads one by one.



Episode.02
Samples and making process of final works.



Test small samples.



1.woven piece.

2.Knitting piece.

3.Multi-embroidery 
piece (the other side).



Woven piece



Knitting piece/ One side of the home



Window part of the knitting piece,
Multi-embroidery.



The other side of the home
Multi-embroidery



Window part of the Multi-embroidery piece,
Knitting technique.



Episode.03
Wondering Home‘s day and night
Practical applications.



Curtain: hanging next to the Wandering Home 



Beading accessory
Illumination: LED in the back
Transformation from home to garments



夜里



Performance video 

 
  

In this world, you 
love something, and 
you practice 
yourself perfectly in 
the thing you love. 
You are thus 
satisfied, and 
everything else is 
actually 
insignificant. In this 
way, you become 
strong enough to 
resist the loneliness 
that comes from 
time to time，comes 
from the word; you 
become brave, you 
learn pure and 
serious.

I am making textiles 
to pursue the 
beauty that I 
believe, and through 
making, to find my 
position and 
connections in the 
word. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZ-LagCs6GA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMf0EFCZfYA&t=2s

